
Math 3304, Spring 2019
Due May 3

Homework 12 – The Gram-Schmidt Process and Least-Squares Problems

1. Let A =



−2 0
0 1
0 1
2 1
−2 −2
−2 −1

.

(a) Use the Gram-Schmidt process to find an orthogonal basis for Col(A).

(b) Using the approach from class and your result from (a), compute the QR factorization of
A: A = QR with Q orthogonal and R upper triangular with positive diagonal entries.

(c) Use your result from (b) to solve the least-squares problem A~x = ~b, where
~b =

[
6 −24 16 12 6 20

]T
.

2. Determine whether each of the following statements is True or False. If any item is False,
give a specific counterexample to show that the statement is not always True.

(a) If {~v1, ~v2, ~v3} is an orthogonal basis for a subspace W , then the set {−~v3, 6~v1, 2~v2} is also
an orthogonal basis for W .

(b) If A = QR where Q has orthonormal columns, then R = QTA.

(c) If {~v1, ~v2, ~v3} is an orthonormal basis for a subspace W , then the set {−~v3, 6~v1, 2~v2} is
also an orthonormal basis for W .

(d) The Gram-Schmidt process takes a set of linearly independent vectors {~x1, . . . , ~xp} and
produces an orthogonal set of vectors {~v1, . . . , ~vp} with the property that for each k ≤ p,
Span {~x1, . . . , ~xk} = Span {~v1, . . . , ~vk}.

3. Consider the matrix A =

 2 1
−1 1
2 4

 and vector ~b =

 1
19
−5

.

(a) Find the orthogonal projection of ~b onto Col(A) by solving the normal equations, ATA~x =
AT~b, and computing ~p = A~x.

(b) Find an orthonormal basis {~u1, ~u2} for Col(A)

(c) Using your result from (c), compute the projection matrix P that encodes the orthogonal
projection of a vector ~y onto Col(A), projCol(A) ~y = P~y (see class notes, or Theorem 10 on
page 353 to determine a formula for P ).

(d) Verify that P 2 = P (i.e. P is a projection matrix).



(e) Verify that P~b gives the same projection ~p as in (a).

4. MATLAB: In the accompanying file, climate data.txt, the average global temperature
(in degrees Farenheit) is provided for the years 1880 through 2016 [from noaa.gov]. The first
column of data contains the number of years since 1880 (i.e. “10” would be the year 1890), and
the second column contains the average global temperature for that year. As with any natural
phenomena, these temperatures consist of underlying trends overlaid with random fluctuations.
We’ll use least-squares in an attempt to extract these underlying trends.

In the following example code, I construct the best cubic polynomial fit to the data, and use
it to and plot both the data and resulting predictions from 1880 through 2025. The code is
commented to better explain the process:

>> load climate_data.txt % load data into Matlab

>> years = climate_data(:,1); % extract 1st column as "years" vector

>> temps = climate_data(:,2); % extract 2nd column as "temps" vector

>> % build the matrix and solve the least-squares system.

>> % Note: the .^ notation raises each entry to the requested power

>> A = [years.^3, years.^2, years.^1, years.^0]; % construct A

>> b = temps; % build the right-hand side

>> x = (A’*A) \ (A’*b); % solve the least-squares problem

>> % set the dates that we want to plot over (offset by 1880)

>> dates = linspace(0,145,200);

>> % compute the projections based on the model

>> proj = x(1)*dates.^3 + x(2)*dates.^2 + x(3)*dates.^1 + x(4)*dates.^0;

>> % plot the data as black dots and the model as a blue line

>> plot(years+1880,temps,’k.’,dates+1880,proj,’b-’)

>> xlabel(’year’)

>> ylabel(’temperature’)

>> title(’Climate data and cubic fit’)

>> print -dpng ’cubic.png’ % save the plot to the current folder

Note here that our cubic polynomial has the form

p(t) = x1t
3 + x2t

2 + x3t + x4

so the matrix in our overdetermined linear system has the form

A =


t31 t21 t1 1
t32 t22 t2 1
...

...
...

...
t3m t2m tm 1

 =


t31 t21 t11 t01
t32 t22 t12 t02
...

...
...

...
t3m t2m t1m t0m

 .

Since years is a column vector with the values [t1 t2 . . . tm]′, this is why we can construct the
full matrix A in Matlab with the one line command

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/tabledata_v3/GLB.Ts.txt


A = [years.^3, years.^2, years.^1, years.^0];

Perform the above commands (you can leave out the comments). Repeat the process for both
a quadratic model and a linear model, saving the plots to different files with appropriate titles.
For these models, you should only need to modify the lines

A = [years.^3, years.^2, years.^1, years.^0];

and

proj = x(1)*dates.^3 + x(2)*dates.^2 + x(3)*dates.^1 + x(4)*dates.^0;

and

title(’Climate data and cubic fit’)

print -dpng ’cubic.png’

Turn in printouts of your three plots in addition to your diary. Be careful to use semicolons!
These matrices are large and I do not want dozens of pages of output.


